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stJMmRY “
The results of a wind-tunnel investi~tion to determine the effect
of varying the amount and.type of camber on the section characteristics
of 10+ercen&chord-thick NACA 6kA+eries profiles are presented. The
airfoil sections were caziberedfor design section lift coefficients of .
0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 on the NACA a=l.O mean line @ fcm 0.3 and 0.6 on
the NACA a=o.k mean line. Mach numbers were varied frm 0.3 to approxi–
mately 0.9, withcorrespondingReynolds numbers from 1.0 X 106 to
2.0 x 10%
It was found, in general, that increases in camber to 0.9 &esign
section lift coefficient affected.section characteristics in a ~r
which would ordinarily be “antici~ted. Increases in canber r&ulted in
large increases in lift- amd drag+livergence Mach numbers at high values
of lift coefficient and in augmentation of the maximum lift coefficient.
The variation of lift+urve slope with Mach number was most favorable,
at a given lift coefficient, for the airfoil having a design section lift
coefficient equal to the given value. At Mach numbers greater than those
for lift divergence, increasing caniberadversely affected the variation
with Mach nuriberof the slope of the pitching+mment curve, but had little
effect on the variation with Mach nuaiberof the angle of attack required.
fa a given lift coefficient greater than zero. At,low and maierate l@ch
numbers, the improvements in lift-drag ratio o&tnarily expected of caniber
were noted; but, at Mach nmibers of 0.8 andabove, camber provided either
little improvement or had a detrimental effect on lift-drag ratio.
In general, the aercd-c characteristics of the airfoil sections
ha- the a=o.4 mean line were foumd to be inferior to those of the
a=l.O mean line airfoil sections.
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INTRODUCTION
Infornntion available at present concerning the aerodynamic charac-
teristics at high subsonic Mach numbers of highly cambered airfoil sections
is limited. The present investigationwas Unde?%aken in the Ames 1– by
“ 3-1/2–foot high+peed wind tunnel to determine the effects of variation
of the amount and type of c-aniberon the characteristics of “lO-percent-
chofi-thick NACA 6h+eries airfoil sections. Lift, arag, and pitching-
moment
mately
design
a=O.4
data were obtaineilat Mach nmibers ranging from 0.3 to approxi-
0.9 for sections having, for the IVWA a=l.O ~ lfie> ~lWS of
section lift coefficient of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9, and-,for the NACA
mean line, =ues of 0.3 and 0.6.
IwI!ATIm
mean-line designation, fraction of chord from leading edge over
which design load is uniform
a
section lift-curve slope, per degreeao
airfoil chord, feetc
0
section drag coefficientCd
section iift coefficient
section lift+rag ratio .
design section lift coefficientCzi
C$nax
c%/4
M
mximum section lift coefficient
sectioripitching+mment coefficient about the quarter-chord point
free-streamMach number
drag-divergence Mach nuniber,defined as the Mach number at which
()dc~x =0.1ao–+onstlmt
lift-divergenceMach ntier, defined as the Mach number at which
()
d2Cz
=
Z@ o.’Uo-<onstant
‘z
free+tieam velocity, feet per secondv
v
x
local velocity, feet per second
distance along ”chmd from leading edge, feet
-. — -- .— .——— — .—
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4
Y distance perpendicular to chord, feet
ao section sz@e of attack, degrees
.
q section angle of attack at design section lift coefficient, degrees
AEI?ARATU’SAND METEODS
The investi~tion was
speed wind tumnel which is
throat tlmnel.
r
The airfoil sectionsl
.!
.
conducted in the Ames 1– by 3–1/2–foot high–
a two+limensional<low, low-turbulence, closed—
investigated are designated as:
NACA 64AO1O ~
NACA 6h1310
NACA 64A31O, a=O.4
NACA 64A61O
II?AcA64 610, a=O.4
NACA 64A91O
All maiels were of &inch chord and 12-inch span and were construct~ of
aluminum alloy. The calculated coordi=tes for these airfoil sections are
given in tables I to VI. Section profiles and theoretical pressure distri–
butions, calculated by the methmis of references 1 and 2 for incompressible
and inviscid flow, are shown in figure 1.
The models were supported in the tunnel by circular glass plates and.
completely spanned the l—foot dimension of the test section. TO obtain
variation of angle of attack, these end plates were constructed so as to
be free to rotate, care being taken to retain the continuity of the test-
section walls. Tight-fitting rtiber gaskets between the mcdel and the end
plates sealed the gap, preferring twwiimensional flow.
Measurements of the lift, drag, and quarter<hord pitching moment were
made shil.taneously at angles of attack varying from approxbtely –10° to
+14° in 2° increments, and at –1° and +1°. For each airfoil sectiun, the
range of angle of attack was sufficient to encompass both a negative lift
and a positive maximum lift at the low and mmierate Mach nmibers. At the
higher Mach numbers, maxiMuM lift could not be obtained because of the
force limit on the balance. Mach n@ber variation was from 0.3 to approxi–
mately 0.9. The correspondingReynolds numbers ranged frg about 1.0 x 106
to 2.0 x 106.
%here mean line is not indicat&L for cambered airfoil sections, the
basic loading is uniform (a=l.O mean line).
.—. — ——..- —— ___ ..—
——. - .-,- .--——— –---—— —. —... — ——.——._ _____ _.__ ._.—.——–.
4Theairfoil lift
by use of a mancmeter
the floor and ceiling
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and quarter<hord pitch$ng+noment data were obtained d
which integrated the force reactions of the air on
of the tunnel test section. These data were correctmii
to account for the finite length of test section by a methti simi~ to that ‘
-----
described in reference 2. Airfoil drag was determined from wake surveys
made with a rake of total~ead lnibes.
Although measurements of the lift, drag, quarter<hord pitching moment,,
and angle of attack were all affected by inaccuracies inherent in the test-
ing procedure, the magnitude of these inaccuracies is not considered suffi-
ciently great to affect the conclusions drawn from the resti’ts. The instru–
mentation employed h the measurement of lift and quarter-chordpitching
moment is characterizedby large tare values, resulting in inaccurate meas-
urements of snalJ values of force. However, analysis indicates that, at
0.3 Mach number, lift and quarter+hord pitching+mment coefficients are
accurate within *0.008 and *0.016, respectively, and, at 0.9 Mkch number,
within W.002 and N.003, respectively.
A bubble-type protractor, in conjunction with an adjustable template
placed on the airfoil surface, was employed to obtain the desired angle
of attack. Errors inherent in the initial setting of this template and
in the airfoil fabricatim could result in a mxximum error of O.1° in the
angle of attack. Also, since the protractor could be read no closer than
the nearest O.1o, a possibility of an additional 0.05° error in the an@e-
of-attack setting exists from this cause.
An emmination of the contours of the &inch-chord mcxielsindicated,
although the md-els were smooth and fair, that on the average the airfoil
ordinates differed from the calculat~ values by approximately 0.6 percent
of the calculated value. At certain stations, however, the difference
amounted to as much as 3 percent of the calculat~ ordinate because of
scattered surface irregularities.
RESUZTS AND DISCUSSION
All the data in the present report have been corrected for wind-tunnel-
wall interference by the methcd of reference 3. The data obtained at the
highest test Mach numbers, however, are stiject to some uncertainty because
of the possible influence of wind-tunnel.choking effects. This region of
influence is indicated in thefigures by the dashed portions of the curves
at the highest I&ch numbers.
“
The respective variations with Mach number of section lift, drag,
and quarter+hard pitching+mment -coefficientsat”constant angles of attack “
— —. ———
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are shown in figures 2, 3, d-h. The angle-f~ttack values shown in
these figures are subject to the previously discussed inaccuracies in the
angl~f-attack setting, one result of which is the failure of the NACA
64A010 airfoil section to display zero section lift coefficient at zero
angle of attack (fig. 2(a)).
.
Lift-and Drag~ivergence Characteristics
Plots of the lift-and drag~ivergence Mach numbers as functions-of
lift coefficient (obtained fra figs. 2 and 3) are presented in figures 5
and 6, respectively, for the airfoil sections having the a=l.O mean line.
From these figures, it is noticed that increasing camber efiends the range
of lift coefficient over which reasonably h~gh values of lift-and drag-
divergence Mach numbers are realized, and.that the loss both of lift-and
drag+livergence Mach numbers accruing froman increase of design lift
coefficient from O to 0.3 is quite mcderate, amounting to less than 0.02.
For these reascms, it maybe concluded that camber can be employed to
obtiin a high-divergence Mach number at a high value of lift coefficient,
and that the drag penalty arising from use of a mcderate amount of camber
for this airfoil section is not great.
Furthe?nnore,it is noted from figures 5 and 6 that, for any value of
lift coefficient, drag divergence always occurs at a lower Mach number
than lift divergence for all the airfoils eticdying the a=l.O mean line,
the possible exception being the NACA 64A91O airfoil section for which
the data are too limited to justifya categorical statement. For the
NACA 64A61O airfoil sectian having the a=O.4 ‘meanline, however, this
desirable characteristic is not evident at values of lift coefficient
greater than 0.7. (See figs. 7 and 8.) It is also to be noted that both
the lift-and drag~ivergence lhch nuaibersof the airfoil sectiti with
the a=O.4 mean line are always less (at positive lift coefficients
below 0.8) than those of the sections with the a=l.O mean line.
Lift Characteristics
.
Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack is plotted in
figure 9 at constant values of Mach number for the various airfoil sec-
tionsJ The effects of amount and type of camber on these characteristics
are more clearly shown as variations with Mach number of maximum lift
coefficient (figs. 10 and I-1),liftiurve slope (figs. I-2and 13),ad
angle of attack for constant lift coefficient (figs. 14 and 15). Becawe
of the relatively low Reynolds numbers of the present investigation, the
values of ?mximmn lift coefficient at Mach numbers below approximately
0.6 are not representative of those at full scale. At the higher Mach
numbers, however, scale of the tests does not si@fic~tlY affect the
maximum lift results. (See reference 4.)
-. ... .
._.-
—-—---..—————
~ ._ .— - . .- — .. . . . - .— —
6As indicated in figure 10, increasing camber prcduced
increase in maximum lift coefficient, the magnitude of the
amounting to roughly two-thirds of the value of the design
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an anticiptea .1
improvement
section lift
coefficient. Froma comparison of the curves of figure 11, it is bhown
that the airfoil sections utilizing the a=l.O mean line have somewhat
higher values of maximum lift coefficients a%ove 0.65 Mach number than ‘
do those hating the a=O.k mean line.
The variations of lift-curve slope with Mach nuniberfor the airfoil
sections having the a=l.O mean line are compared.in figure 12. In
general, the more favorable variation of lift-curve slope with Mach
number at a given lift coefficient is realized with the airfoil cambered
to have a design section lift coefficient equal to the given value. The
angle of attack required to~intaina given lift coefficient (fig. 14)
increased rapidlyat the higher Mach numbers. For any value of lift
coefficient, the Mach number at which this change occurs (somewhat after
lift divergence) decreases.with increasing amount of caniber. Above this
Mach number, however, the rate of change of angle of attack with Mach
number is essentially unaffected by amount of camber at.values of lift
coefficient greater than zero.
The airfoil sections with the a=l.O mean line have better over-1.l
lift-curve-lope variation throughout the Mach number range than do the
airfoil sections with the a=O.4 mean line (fig. 13). In addition, in a
given Mach nwiber range, the variation of angle of attack for a given lift
coefficient is somewhat less (fig. 15).
Drag Characteristics
Drag coefficient as a function of lift coefficient is presented in
figure 16 at several llachnumbers for the various airfoil sections. The
improvement in lift-drag ratio ordinarily accompanying increases in amount
of canber is apparent at the low and mcderate Mach numbers. However, this
advantage of caniberdisappears with increasing Mach rmmiberuntil, at l@ch
numbers of approximately 0.8 and higher, the effect of camber is either
negligible or detrimental. These characteristicsare illustrated in
figure 17 in which is shown the effect of amount of cader on lift-drag
ratio at Mach numbers of 0.5 and 0.8. As canbe seen froma cmparison
at Mach numbers greater than 0.7 of the drag<oefficient curves of
figure 16, at any common lift coefficient, the drag of the airfoil sections
having the a=o.k mean line is appreciably greater than those of the cor–
responding airfoil sections having the a=l.O mean line.
—— -. —.
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Pitchln@tment Characteristics
,
“
Pitching+noment coefficient plotted against lit% coefficient for
several w numbers is shown in figme 18 for the several airfoil
Bections. At Mach nunibersgreater than those for lift divergence, the
average slopes of the pitching+noment cmves increase negatively somewhat
more rapidly with &ch nuniberas the amount of caniberis increased. -SS
variation with Mach number of the slopes of the pitc~ment curves is
noted for the airfoil sections having the a=O.4 msan line. As was
expected, the sections having the a-~.k mean line also display a smaller
Vaiue of-
sections
The
~it~nmnt coefficient at zero lift than do the airfoil
having the a=l.O mean line.
COIK!LUSIOES
results of a wind-tunnel investi~tion of several cambered
10-percent-chord-thicklW!A 6kA-series ai%oil s6ctions at JQch nunibers
fromO.3 to approxima@ily 0.9 and corresponUng Re~olds nunibersfrom
1.0 X108 to 2.0 X 108 lead to the following conclusions:
1. An increase in canber fromO to 0.9 design Bection lift coeffi–
cient resulted in large increases in the range of lift coefficient over
which reasonably high values of lift- and dr~ivergence Mach numbers
=e realized with only smaU or moderate losses ti the lift- and drag-
divergence Mach nunibers.atthe lower values of lift coeffi-cient.
2. k&imum lift coefficient increased with ammnt of caniber,the
increase, at Mach nunbers greater than 0.6, being rou@.y two-thirds the
value of the a-ign section lift coefficient.
3. Fora given value of lift coefficient, the variationof lift- .
curve slope with I@h number was the most favorable for the airfoil
section cmibered to have a design lift coefficient equal to the given
value.
4. For lift coefficients greater than zero and for lhchnunibers
-ter than th~e for lM divergence, the rate of chmge of angle of
attack with I@h nunber was little affected by ~eases in the ammnt of
cauiber.
5. Increasing amuunts of caniberproduoed, & Mach nunhers less than
0.8,theiUrt%MWS in Mf%-drag ratio ordinarily e~cted; but, above this
Machnuniber, the effect of such increases was negligible or detrimental.
6. me variation with Mati*er of the ave&e sw of the
@tcMng+nomnt-coefficient curves %ecame somwhat greater, at Wch
numbers greater than those for lift divergence, as the amount of camber .
was increased.
.
. -. — . .— . ..—.- ..—— —. — —
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7. Ingeneral, it was found that the aermlynamic characteristics ‘ q
of the airfoil sections having the NACA a=O.4 mean line were somewhat
inferior to those of the sections having the NACA a=l.O mean line.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics;
Moffett Field, Cslif.
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TABLEI.– c~~ATEs OF ~ FJACA64A010-HOIL SECTION
[Coordinatesgiven in prcent of airfoil chord]
Upper surface Lower surface
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate
o 0 0 0
.804
–.80k
:75 .969 :75 –.969
1.25 1.225 1.25 –1.225
1.688
-1.6J38
;:: 2.327 % G. 327
7*5 2.805 7.5 4.805
10 3.199 10
–3.199
15 3.813 15
–3.813
4.272 20
-4.272
z 4.606 25 -4.606
4.837 30 4.837
: 4.9&1 35 4.968
b 4.995 4.995
45 4.8g4 E A.894
50 4.684 50 4’.684
55 4.388 55 -4.388
60 4.021 60 4.021
65 3.597 65
–3.597
70 3.127 70
–3.l.27
2.623
-2.623
E 2.103 ;:
-2.103
85 1.582 85
–1.582
1.062 90 . –1.062
E .541 95 -.541
100 .021 100
–.021
L.E. radius: 0.687 percent c
.
=s=’
9
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‘l?ABIJ?lII.–coommfms OFm IiACA64A31o -on E3iCTION m
.
[Coordinates given in prcent of airfoil chord]
Upper surface Lower surface
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate
o 0 0 0
l 399 .873 .601 -.723
.638 1.068 .862 -.858
1.123 1.379 1.377 –1.057
2.353 1.961 2.647 -1.403
4.837 2 l759 5.163 -1.847
7.332 3.436 7.668 +.164
9.832 3.970 10.168 -2.420
14.842 4.81g 15.L58 -2.809
19.859 5.464 20.141 -3.076
24.879 ;.;;: Z&# -3.262
29.902 3.378
34.927 6:5u 35:073 -3.423
39.952 6.601 40.04’8 –3.389
44.977 6.536 45.023 -3.252
50.000 6.338 50.000 –3.030
55.Oa 6.030 54.979 -2.746
60.039 5.627 5&.;g +. 415
65.053 5.142 4.052
70.063 4.584 69:937 -1.668
75.069 3.964 74.931 -1.280
80.070 3.296 79.930 -.908
85.063 2.582 84.935 –.580
90.056 1.836 89.944 -.286
95.038 1.014 94.962 –.o65
100.000 0 100.000 0
L.E. radius: O.6!37percent c
“
.
“
.
—
—
—
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TABLE m.- cooRD~
a=o.4 AIRFOIL
.
.
u
OF THE NllCA64A31O,
SECTION
[Coordinates given in Tercent of airfoil chord]
.
.
Upper surface Iawer surface i
Station Orithlate Station Ordinate
o 0- 0 0
.354 .900 .646 -.682
.586 1.1.1o .914 -.&30
1.064 1.441 1.436 –.981
2.284 2.083 2.7cL6 -1.265
4.759 3.013 5.241 -I. 615
7.251 3.734 7.749 -1.854
9.752 4.337 “ .10. 2J8 +2.041
14.769 5*297 15.231 +2.315
19.799 6.025 20 l 201 -2.509
24.838 6.566 25.162 -2.640
29.8W 6.946 30.u6 G. 726
34.938, 7.170 . :;.;g d. 766
40.03.1 7.227 -2.763
45.078 7.075 44:922 -2.711
50.SL8 6.762 49.882 -2.604
55.141 6.3= 54.859 +.451
60.152 5.776 p& ~. 260
65.151 5.154 4.034
70.140 4.466 69:860 -1.782
75.123 3.731 74.877 -1.509
80.100 2.977 79.900 -1 l 225
85.074 2.zL9 84.926 -.*1
90.cA8 ,, 1.46g 89.952 -.653
95.022 .732 94.978 -.350
100.000 .021 100.000 -.oz!l
L.E. radius: .0.687percent c
.__. ——. . —————..—-— —. ... ..— —— -.-. — .-. .—
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.
Ta131Ji!Iv.- COURDIKAYW(2I!’TEEIiMA64A61o
AIRFOILSECTION
[c ordinates given in percent of airfoil chord]
upper surface Lower surface
Station Ordinate Station ! Ordinate
o 0 0 0
.303 .930 .697 -.630
.530 1.1% .970 -.734
1.000 1.520 1.500 -.878
2.209 2.791 -1.105
4.676 ::% 5.324 -1.356
7.166 4.057 7.834 –1 .513
9.666 4.733 10.334 –1.631
14.685 5.831 15 l 315 –1.769
19.718 6.65~ 20.282 -1.875
24.758 ;.;:; 25.242 -1.915
29.804 30.196 -1.917
34.853 8:056 35.147 -1.876
39.903 8.207 40.097 -1.781
44.953 8.179 45.047 –1.609
50.000 7~993 50.000 -1.375
55.042 7.673 54.958 -1.103
60.078 7.233 59-9= -.&J7
65.3.06 6.686 64.894 -.506
70.126 6.040 69.874 -.208
g.:;; 5.304 74.862 .066
4.486 79.851 .290
851132 3.608 84.868 .454
go.111 2.607 89.889 . .495
95.075 1.484 *.925 .412
100.000 0 100.000 0
L.E. radius: 0.687 P rcaut a
“
“
. .
—
——— —
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“ TABLEV.– CO~INMU%3 OF THENACA 6kA610,
a=o.4AlRFolz SECTION
[Coordinatesgiven in percent of airfoil chord] “
Upper surface Lower surface
station Ordtoate Station Ordinate
o 0 0 0
.220 .972 .780 -.536
-.436 1.227 1.064 -.607
.890 1.643 1.610 -.699
2.077 2.452 2.923 -.816
4.525 3.676 5.475 -.880
7.008 4.6h2 7.992 -.882
9<509 5.457 10.491 -.865
14.542 6.767 15.458 -.803
19 l @o 7.769 20.400 -.737
24.677 8.521 25.323 -.669
29.769 9.051 30.231 -.6u
34.877 9.370 35.=3 -.562
40.022 9.459 39.978 -.531
45.u6 9.256 :.8# -.528
50.235 8.836 -.520
55.282 8.249 54:718 -.509
60.302 7.526 59.698 -.494
65.300 6.70J+ 64.70Q -.464
70.280 5.798 69.720 -.430
75.244 4.834 74.~6
-.390
80.199 3.846 79.8o1
-.342
85.148 2.836 84.&2 -.300
90.096 1.874 89.90h -.242
95.045 .920 94.955 -.158
100.000 .023. I.oo.000 -.021
11.E.radius: 0.687 percent c
-. —.— — —- —... .- —.. –.
..— —-——— ——-—— —.-—
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TABLEm.– COORDINATES OF TEE NACA 64A91O AIRF’OILSECTION
[Coordinatesgiven in-percent of airfoil chord]
Upper surface Lower surface
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate
o 0 0 0
l977 .785 , -.527
:Z 1.230 1.070 -.600
.8a4 1.651 1.616 -.688
2.072 2.470 2.928 -.796
4.520 3.699 5.480 –.855
7.003 4.669 7.997 -.853
9.503 5.487 10.497 -.834
14.530 6.814 15.470
–*755
19.578 7:833 ~ 20.422 –.669
24.639 8.620 25.361 –.565
29.707 9.202 30.293 -.454
34.780 9.598 35.220 -.328
39.855 9.81.3 40.145
44.930
–.174
9.822 45.070 .034
50.000 9.648 50.000 .280
“55.063 9.316 54.937 .540
60.117 8.839 59.883 .801
659L59 8.228 64.841 1.042
70.189 7.495 69.8u 1.253
75.206 6.642 74.794 1*414
80.208 5.6n 79 l 792 1.489
85.195 4.600 84.805 1.460
90.165 3.376 89.835 1.277
g5.112 1.951 94.888 .893
100.000 0 100.000 0
L.E. radius: 0.687 percent c
fl
.
.
.
.
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J
(u) NACA 64AOI0 oirfo’1 section.
Fi@e / .- Ai7foi1 profiles and fieoretical pressure distn”butiom .
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(b) A!AGA 64A310 airfoil section.
Figure I .- continued.
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